September 8, 2011

MEDiC
4234 Health Sciences Learning Center
750 Highland Ave.
Madison, WI 53705

To the students, faculty and staff of MEDiC:

Please accept my congratulations as you celebrate the 20th Anniversary of MEDiC. You are stewards of a program with a proud legacy, providing resources and care to members of our community with very critical needs. MEDiC serves as a wonderful example of the benefits of service learning. As you expand your own knowledge and develop skills through practice and collaboration, you are doing so in an atmosphere and with populations who will benefit greatly from your expertise and care.

It is fitting that MEDiC celebrates this milestone as UW-Madison celebrates the 100th anniversary of the Wisconsin Idea. Each of you, through your commitment to MEDiC, exemplify the Wisconsin Idea, translating the knowledge you have gained into real improvements and contributions within our community.

Congratulations and On Wisconsin!

Sincerely,

David Ward
Interim Chancellor